Student Problem
Time management is a skill that will forever evade students, and time is of the essence when assignments are due and questions arise. Is there a tool that can save students time and have their questions answered effectively?

Student can add classes that he/she is enrolled in using the respective class' Class ID

Student has a question about an assignment

Please enter your topic
Dropbox

Please enter your question
Submit

Student is given a list of similar questions based on the question he/she entered.

Users can login to their machine and execute their code

All users can text chat with each other

Solution
WeCode is a real-time code editor that incorporates live video and text chat. WeCode is specifically tailored for instructors to answer questions. Questions are queued up for the instructor, and any similar questions will be grouped together, at the preference of the student.

Instructor Problem
Managing students can be a difficult task, especially when multiple students are asking questions at the same time or cannot be physically present. Is there a solution to help instructors assist their students in an efficient manner?

Instructor can create classes and distribute the class ID to their students

Queue
★ What is a stack?
★ How to calculate probability for Naive Bayes Classifier?
★ How to code?
★ Need coding 101.

Instructor can view the queue of questions from different students and select a question to answer.
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